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In addition to these great data recovery
software solutions, many experts would

recommend you to obtain an external hard
drive, preferably one that has high capacity

and an affordable price tag. You could also use
another storage device as a safety backup for

when your hard drive is in shambles. As a
professional, data recovery software means a

lot to me. And in a time where you can get
free trials and trial versions, I believe paying

for a fully featured and working app is a better
value than simply trying something for free.
What I personally like most is that Softpedia
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doesn't offer any useless free trials of data
recovery software. Each product fully

featured, yet not packed with ads and useless
features that would turn off potential buyers.
iMyFone D-Back iPhone Data Recovery is a
powerful program that helps you restore all

your lost data from your iPhone, iPad, and iPod
touch for almost all generations effortlessly
and requires no technical skills in particular.

Optionally recovery erased photographs,
WhatsApp, text messages, and over 18
additional data types. Suitable with the

newest Apple devices and iOS versions ( iOS
15 supported), this is a perfect way to retrieve
your lost data whether you have a backup or

not. There are not many truly free iPhone data
recovery software applications for Windows
and macOS. Most of them claim to be free
while offering only preview functionality.

Gihosoft Free iPhone Data Recovery stands
out because it actually does have limited

recovery capabilities. Yes, you still have to
purchase the Pro version to enjoy unlimited

iOS recovery, but something is still better than
nothing, right
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Scanning will quickly scan out the full list of
you deleted iPhone from internal storage.

After scanning, it is possible to preview the
files youve just been deleted. Select, copy,
delete, move back, if you want to free any
contact, music, video, and other files from

iPhone. It also support Multilingual. Select any
language to display the list of files for you to

choose. And the special edition of Data
Recovery is also equipped with iCloud Backup

File Finder. With advanced technology, this
iOS tool can search through your iCloud

Backup folder and enables you to free lots of
Apple files including Messages, Contacts, Call

History, Safari Bookmarks, Camera Roll,
Photos, Facetime, Notes, Calendar and Voice
Memos. This iOS Data Recovery can free all

types of data including FaceTime audio,
Facetime video, Messages and even Location.

You also can free your lost Messages,
Contacts, SMS, Viber, WeChat and WhatsApp
data. It also supports iPhone 16/16 Plus/13/12
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and older devices. iMobie PhoneRescue is not
only powerful, but also user-friendly and free

of charge. You can download a free trial
version and experience iMobie PhoneRescue

yourself. That means its also capable of
allowing you to retrieve your lost data,

including contacts, messages, photos, videos,
and WhatsApp chats, without iTunes backup.
In addition, you can also recover your iCloud

backup, including text messages, photos,
videos, contacts, notes, call history, and some
other personal data from all iOS devices. If, by
chance, the iPhone screen becomes unusable
and shows seemingly random characters and
symbols, you may be surprised to hear that

that scenario is not actually a crashed phone.
Instead, its the functional hardware

component known as the firmware which is
responsible for nearly everything in the
smartphone. For technical reasons, the
firmware needs to be updated regularly.
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